Dashboards are a powerful forensic tool to create searches and view search results based on data available through a search. A new dashboard platform is available that allows you to analyze metric and log data on the same dashboard, in a streamlined user experience.

Watch our video "Building Dashboards" here.

• Get Started with Dashboards and Panels

Dashboards are a powerful monitoring tool. If you need some inspiration, you might want to take a look at the Apps in Sumo Logic to see how the experts have used all of the available options.

- Create a Dashboard
- Add a Dashboard Link
- Add a Text Panel
- Add Links to Text Panels
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Dashboard Optimization
- Delete a Dashboard
- Launch a Search from a Data Panel
- Markdown Syntax
- Move a Panel in a Dashboard
- Pause a Panel
- Resize a Panel
- Set the Data Access Level for a Dashboard
- Title Panels
- Zoom in on a Panel

- Chart Panel Types

You can include a variety of chart types in your Dashboards.
- Area Charts
- Bar Charts
- Boolean Single Value Charts
- Box Plot Charts
- Column Charts
- Combo Charts
- Donut or Pie Charts
- Line Charts
- Map Charts
- Numerical Single Value Charts for Searches
- String Single Value Charts
- Table Charts

- Edit Dashboards and Panels

Once you have created Dashboards, you can make edits to charts and Panels from the Dashboards page or from the Search page.
- Add a Secondary Y Axis
- Change Chart Properties on the Search Page
- Change Dashboard Themes
- Change Donut or Pie Chart Settings
- Change Gridlines on the Y Axis
- Change Single Value Chart Settings
Change Table Chart Settings
Change the Axis of a Panel on the Search Page
Change the Chart Type
Change the Color of a Chart
Change the Color of a Chart by Value Range on the Search Page
Change the Dashboard Link
Change the Label Truncation
Change the Name of a Dashboard or Panel
Change the Panel Legend
Change the Panel Legend from the Search Page
Change the Panel Series on the Search Page
Change the Panel Type of a Data Panel on the Search Page
Change the Scale and Range of the Y Axis
Change the Stacking Option
Change the Time Range of a Panel
Change the X Axis
Change the Label Size
Change the Line Properties of a Chart
Change the Range of the Y Axis
Edit Data Panels on the Dashboards Page
Edit Data Panels on the Search Page
Edit the Query of a Data Panel
Editing Shared Dashboards
Save Edits to a Panel
Show Grid Lines
View the Query of a Data Panel

- **Use Time Ranges and Filters**

  Interactive Dashboards have a time range setting and a filter setting to fine-tune results.

  - Set the Time Range in Dashboards
  - Use Filters in Dashboards

- **Troubleshoot Dashboards**

  Learn the tips and tricks for successfully troubleshooting dashboards.
Copy and paste text from a Dashboard to open a search in a new window

- Dashboard Error - No Data to Display
- Sorry there was a problem opening the Dashboard
- Why can't I edit a Dashboard?
- Why can't I view a search from a Dashboard?

---

**Share Dashboards**
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Learn how to share dashboards with people within your organization, as well as how you can share dashboards outside your company. In addition, you will learn best practices for setting permissions.

- Share a Dashboard Inside Your Org
- Share a Dashboard Outside Your Org